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Abstract
Digital twins constitute virtual representations of physically existing systems, synchronized at a specified
frequency and fidelity. One way to connect physical and digital twins is through data lakes, which are
efficient storage and query processing systems to manage the data exchanged between the twins. Existing
digital twin systems make use of NoSQL or time databases for realizing their data lakes. Although very
efficient, these proposals present some limitations for implementing non-trivial queries over highly
connected data. In this paper we explore the use of graph databases for implementing data lakes, compare
them with similar NoSQL proposals, and discuss the situations where one solution outperforms the other.
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1. Introduction

A Digital Twin (DT) is a comprehensive digital representation of an actual system,
service or product (the Physical Twin, PT), synchronized at a specified frequency and
fidelity [1]. The digital twin includes the properties, condition and behavior of the
physical entity through models and data, and is continuously updated with real-time
data about the PT performance, maintenance, and health status throughout its entire
lifetime [2]. The exchange of data between the digital and the physical twins takes place
through bi-directional data connections. Additionally, a DT system can also comprise a
set of services that permit exploiting the data exchanged by the two twins [3].

Engineering DT systems is challenging for many reasons, one of them being their
complexity [4]. The problem we would like to address in this paper is how to implement
the connections between the twins in an effective and efficient way. Usually, these
connections are achieved through a Data Lake. As defined in [5], a data lake is “a flexible,
scalable data storage and management system, which ingests and stores raw data from
heterogeneous sources in their original format, and provides query processing and data
analytics in an on-the-fly manner.”

In a previous work [6] we defined a framework for the specification and deployment
of DT systems. It uses UML models to specify the digital twins, and connects them
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through a Data Lake repository implemented in Redis (https://redis.io/), which provides
the bi-directional communication infrastructure. This open-source lightweight in-memory
data structure is optimized to deliver fast responses to a massive amount of petitions.
Redis is a key-value database and supports various abstract data structures such as
strings, lists, sets or maps (called ‘hashes’). However, Redis does not easily allow complex
queries: to retrieve hashes by the values of their fields, it is necessary to store additional
records that include the field value and a reference to the hash key. This makes the
database structure and contents dependent on the queries that need to be performed.

Alternative solutions use time series databases, such as InfluxDB or TimescaleDB, and
even define temporal models for handing them at a higher level of abstraction [7]. While
very efficient for querying time-sensitive information, these solutions are not optimal for
implementing more general queries, needed when efficient data analysis is required.

In this work we explore the use of Graph databases [8] to store and query the information
handled in data lakes. Graph databases use graph structures to perform semantic queries;
they store the information as nodes, edges, and properties, which makes them fully
suitable for performing queries on interconnected data. Examples of Graph databases
include Neo4j, ArangoDB or OrientDB, to name a few. They all count with specialized
query languages such as Gremlin, Cypher, SPARQL, or GraphQL.

We have implemented a data lake using Neo4j, and we are evaluating its performance,
scalability and expressiveness against our previous implementation with Redis. We are
also defining a benchmark with different types of queries that will be used to compare
implementations of data lakes using different technologies. We hope that our evaluation
will help to shed some light on the advantages and limitations of each solution, and to
identify situations where one type of solution outperforms the other.
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